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Cloud   testbeds   are   critical   for   enabling   research   into   new   cloud   technologies   -   research   that  
requires   experiments   which   potentially   change   the   operation   of   the   cloud   itself.   Several   such  
testbeds   have   been   created   in   recent   past   (e.g.,   Chameleon,   CloudLab,   etc.)   with   the   goal   to  
support   the   CISE   systems   research   community.   It   has   been   shown   that   these   testbeds   are   very  
popular   and   heavily   used   by   the   research   community   [1].   Testbed   utilization   often   reaches  
100%,   especially   ahead   of   deadlines   for   major   systems   conference,   while   there   are   also   periods  
of   modest   (<40%)   testbed   usage.   
 
Based   on   these   findings   the   goal   of   our   NSF   “Open   Cloud   Testbed”   (OCT)   project   is   to   enable  
elastic   cloud   testbed   for   systems   research.   Eventually,   OCT   will   allow   cloud   testbeds   to   grow  
and   shrink   by   allocating   and   deallocating   additional   resources   from   compute   facilities   like  
production   clouds   and   HPC   clusters.   Within   the   OCT   project   we   will   create   a   prototype   elastic  
cloud   testbed.   OCT   will   combine   proven   software   technologies   from   both   the   CloudLab   and   the  
Massachusetts   Open   Cloud   (MOC)   projects.   It   will   also   combine   a   research   cloud   testbed  
(CloudLab)   with   a   production   cloud   (MOC)   through   OCT’s   tight   integration   with   the   latter   and  
federation   with   CloudLab.   In   addition,   OCT   will   provide   programmable   hardware   (FPGAs)  
capabilities   not   present   in   other   facilities   available   to   researchers   today.     The   combination   of   a  
testbed   and   production   cloud   allows   a)   larger   scale   compared   to   isolated   testbeds,   b)  
reproducible   experimentation   based   on   realistic   user   behavior   and   applications,   as   well   as   c)   a  
model   for   transitioning   successful   research   results   to   practice.   The   programmable   hardware   will  
be   a   unique   resource   enabling   investigation   into   hardware   acceleration   techniques,   research   not  
possible   on   testbeds   available   to   cloud   researchers   today,   and   the   community   outreach   portion  
of   the   project   aims   to   identify,   attract,   and   retain   these   researchers,   and   to   educate   them   in   the  
use   of   the   facility.   The   testbed   offers   a   unique   sustainability   model,   by   allowing   additional  
compute   resources   to   be   dynamically   moved   from   institutional   uses   into   the   testbed   and   back  
again,   providing   a   path   to   growth   beyond   the   initial   testbed.  
 



In   providing   capabilities   that   today   are   only   available   to   researchers   within   a   few   large  
commercial   cloud   providers,   we   believe   that   OCT   will   allow   diverse   communities   to   exploit   these  
technologies,   “democratizing”   cloud   computing   research,   and   allowing   increased   collaboration  
between   the   research   and   open   source   communities.   To   achieve   this   goal   our   activities   will   also  
include   community   outreach   activities   targeted   to   r esearchers   who   explore   complex   distributed  
systems   and   cloud   platforms,   spanning   a   diverse   range   of   backgrounds,   institutions,   and  
regions.   Software   tools   will   be   developed   to   provide   easy   and   efficient   access   by   these  
researchers;   tutorials,   workshops,   and   webinars   will   offer   training   in   the   use   of   these   tools   and  
the   testbed   itself.   The   project   will   support   educating   the   next   generation   of   researchers   in   this  
field,   and   existing   relationships   with   industrial   partners   of   the   MOC   will   accelerate   technology  
transfer   from   academic   research   to   practical   use.  
 
While   OCT   will   initially   be   available   for   CISE   systems   researchers   in   the   US,   we   seek  
international   collaborations   to   extend   the   vision   of   an   elastic   cloud   testbed   by   involving   the  
international   research   community.   We   seek   international   collaborations   with   providers   of   cloud  
research   testbeds.   We   would   like   to   use   the   opportunity   at   GEFI   to   introduce   our   new   approach  
for   elastic   cloud   testbeds   with   the   goal   to   identify   partners   for   potential   international  
collaborations.   We   are   also   eager   to   collect   feedback   from   the   international   research   community  
about   the   proposed   testbed   and   the   features   they   would   like   to   see   enabled   in   such   research  
infrastructure.   We   especially   look   forward   to   discuss   our   project   with   communities   that   already  
operate   cloud   testbeds   and/or   are   interested   in   including   new   accelerator   technologies   (i.e.,  
FPGAs)   in   their   testbeds.  
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